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Summary Information

Creator: Schwahn, Caron Martha
Title: Huntridge Family Entertainment Center and Huntridge Theater Records
ID: MS-00656
Date [inclusive]: 1980-1981
Physical Description: 1 Linear Feet 1 box
Language of the Material: English

Preferred Citation


Historical Note

The Huntridge Theater is a historic site in Las Vegas, Nevada. The theater opened in 1944 and became listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1993. In 2004 the Huntridge Theater closed, despite efforts from non-profit organizations to renovate it and keep it open. Since 2012, the Huntridge Foundation has attempted to raise funds to preserve the theater.

Scope and Contents Note

The Huntridge Family Entertainment Center and Huntridge Theater Records (1980-1981) consist of a photographic album documenting the construction and opening of the Huntridge Family Entertainment Center in 1980 as well as some photographs of the historic Huntridge Theater.

Arrangement Note

Materials remain in original order.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement

© 2014 The Regents of the University of Nevada. All rights reserved.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas. University Libraries. Special Collections Division.
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Access

The collection is open for research.
Publication Rights

Materials in this collection may be protected by copyrights and other rights. See Reproductions and Use on the UNLV Special Collections website for more information about reproductions and permissions to publish.

Acquisition Note

Materials were donated in 2014 by Caron Martha Schwahn; accession number 2014-053.

Processing Note

Materials were processed in 2015. Lindsay Oden wrote the collection description in compliance with current professional standards. Subsequently Lindsay Oden entered the data into ArchivesSpace.

Related Materials

Related Note

The following collection provides additional resources on the Huntridge Theater: Edythe and Lloyd Katz Papers, MS-00376.

Controlled Access Headings

- Motion picture theaters -- Las Vegas -- Nevada
- Historic preservation -- Nevada
- Historic sites -- Las Vegas -- Nevada
- photographs
- Schwahn, Caron Martha

Collection Inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title/Description</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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